Pushbuttons QuickView

**Universal Series**

PB 1
Projecting, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” diameter), Illuminated White Plastic Insert
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PB 2
Flush, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” diameter), Illuminated White Plastic Insert
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PB 3
Flush, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” diameter), Projecting Illuminated White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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PB 4
Projecting Black Halo (1.375” square), Illuminated White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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PB 5
Flush, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” square), Illuminated White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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PB 6
Flush, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” square), Projecting Illuminated White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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**Decorator Series**

PB 7
Flush, Black Plastic Halo, Illuminated White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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PB 8
Flush, Black Plastic Halo, Illuminated Projecting White Plastic Insert
California Code Compliant
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**Security Series**

PB 11
Convex, Metal (1.375” diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Red Illuminated Jewel
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PB 12
Convex, Metal (1.375” diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Non-Illuminated
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PB 13
Projecting, Metal (1.375” diameter) Illuminated Red Center Jewel, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, California Code Compliant
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PB 14
Projecting, Metal (1.375” diameter) Illuminated Red Center Jewel, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, California Code Compliant
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PB 15
Projecting, Metal (1.375” diameter) Engraved Cut Through Epoxy Filled or Surface Engraved Paint Filled, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Illuminated Character, California Code Compliant
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PB 16
Projecting, Metal (1.375” diameter) Red Illuminated Jewel, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, California Code Compliant
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PB 17
Projecting, Metal (1.250” square) Non Illuminated, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, California Code Compliant
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PB 18
Projecting, Metal (1.250” square) Engraved Cut Through Epoxy Filled or Surface Engraved Paint Filled, Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Illuminated Character, California Code Compliant
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PB 19
Projecting, Concave, Formed Round (1.375” diameter) Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Red Illuminated Jewel
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PB 20
Projecting, Concave, Formed Round (1.375” diameter) Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Non-Illuminated
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PB 38
Convex, Formed Round (1.375” diameter) Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Red Illuminated Jewel, Metalized Black Halo
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Premier Series

PB 21
Projecting, Metalized Chrome or Brass Plastic Illuminated halo (1.375" diameter), Illuminated Metalized Plastic Insert
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PB 22
Projecting, Metalized Chrome or Brass Plastic Illuminated halo (1.375" square), Illuminated Metalized Plastic Insert
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PB 31
1.375" Diameter, Round, Illuminated, Flush Metalized Illuminated Halo & Projecting, Chrome or Brass Metalized Plastic Insert, California Code Compliant
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PB 32
1.375" Square, Illuminated, Flush, Chrome or Brass, Metalized Illuminated Halo & Projecting Metalized Plastic Insert, California Code Compliant
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PB 33
1.375" Diameter, Flush, Round, Illuminated, Chrome or Brass Metalized Halo & Insert
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PB 34
1.375" Square, Flush, Illuminated, Chrome or Brass, Metalized Halo & Insert
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PB 44
1.375" Diameter, Flush, Round, Illuminated with Center Hole, Chrome or Brass Metalized Halo & Insert
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Bruiser Series

PB 23
Round (1.312" diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Illuminated Red Center Jewel, Counter-bored Stop
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PB 24
Round (1.312" diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Non-Illuminated, Counter-bored Stop
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PB 25
Domed, Round (1.312" diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Illuminated, Counter-bored Stop
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PB 26
Domed, Round (1.312" diameter), Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Non-Illuminated, Counter-bored Stop
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PB 27
1.312" Diameter Projecting Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Illuminated Red Center Jewel, Counter-bored Stop, California Code Compliant
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PB 28
1.312" Diameter Projecting Stainless Steel or Muntz Metal, Non-Illuminated, Counter-bored Stop, California Code Compliant
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PB 43
Projecting Round, Metal Sleeved Button, Red Illuminated Jewel
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PB 52
Projecting Round, Metal Sleeved Button, Red Illuminated Jewel, California Code Compliant
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PB 53
Projecting Round, Metal Sleeved Button, Red Illuminated Jewel, California Code Compliant
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PB 54
Projecting Round, Metal Sleeved Button, Non-Illuminated, California Code Compliant
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PB 55
Projecting Round, Metal Sleeved Button, Non-Illuminated, California Code Compliant
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**Pushbuttons QuickView**

**Bar Button Series**

PB 10  
5" Button, Engraved Plastic  
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PB 40  
5" Bruiser Button, Red Illuminated Jewel  
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PB 56  
4" Button, Engraved Plastic  
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PB 57  
4" Button, Engraved Paint Filled Metal Inlay  
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PB 59  
5" button, Engraved Metal Inlay  
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PB 60  
5" Button, Cut Through Metal Inlay  
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PB 58  
4" Button, Cut Through Epoxy, Filled Metal Inlay  
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**Big Button Series**

PB 62  
2" Big Button, Plastic, Round  
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PB 63  
2" Big Button, Plastic, Square  
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PB 64  
2" Big Button, Cut Through Metal Inlay  
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**Nema-4 Series**

PB 46  
1.302" Diameter, Projecting, Round, Steel or Muntz Metal Pushbutton Cap, Illuminating Center Jewel  
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**PB -1 (S-Button Type)**  
*Universal Series*

Projecting, Black Plastic Halo (1.375” diameter), Illuminated White Plastic Insert

---

**Part Number: PB1 - H- I + (Circuit Board Type)**

Circuit Board Type: *Refer to Page 61, 62 & 63.*

**H:** Pushbutton Halo. (1, 2, 3) *See adjacent table.*

**I:** Insert Character. *Refer to Page 67.*

---

**Example: PB1 - 3 - 001 + (59413188 - 1A)**

- **Black Halo**
- **Insert Character 1**
- **Circuit Board Type**